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Presentation Overview

• Our ESS® product - Existing then R&D for strength improvements Abaqus/Explicit

• Developing an Equivalent ESS Representation (for rapid application screening) Abaqus/Standard

• Well Application Screening Tool (Geomechanics + Equivalent ESS) Abaqus/Standard

• Underground Gas Storage (Geomechanics + Equivalent ESS) Abaqus/Standard

• More ESS R&D for a specific client requirement Abaqus/Explicit

• Simple day-to-day analysis work Abaqus/Standard

• Investigations for Tooling issues Abaqus/Explicit

• Pressures and Velocities Abaqus/CFD

• Conclusions / Q and A

ESS® = Expandable Sand Screen
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Examples of the Tools used to expand ESS, Cone and ACE



ESS® Product – Design / Background

Base Pipe Slots Open 

During Expansion
Maximizing Inflow Area

Outer Shroud 

Protects Filter Media

Filter Media

Dutch Twill Weave
Weave Layers Slide Over

Each Other During Expansion

ESS is a product that controls the ingress of solids in oil and gas reservoirs with weak 
and unconsolidated formations. ESS improves well production and significantly reduces 
well costs when compared with other systems.

Unexpanded Expanded
Expansion does not 

change the Weave 

aperture size / rating

Product sizes; 4”, 4-1/2”, 5-1/2” and 7”

There are also a variety of Weave aperture sizes / ratings
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ESS® Product - Example
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ESS® Product – Expansion using Abaqus/Explicit
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Elements; C3D8R Complex 3D parts modelled in Pro-Engineer then imported into Abaqus/CAE



ESS® Product – Collapse using Abaqus/Explicit
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Expanded test piece now subjected to Hydraulic Collapse



ESS® Product – Forces to Expand and Collapse Resistance

Five analysis runs; (1) current design, to verify the material model (2) changing the basepipe wall thickness               

(3) changing the basepipe metallurgy (4) changing the slot pattern (5) a mixture of wall thickness and slot pattern

The required force to expand (push tool through) could not increase too much due to ESS connection capability

Case Study

Recent R&D study into                 

strength improvements

Proposed designs – 4 off

New test pieces – 1 off

FEA model matches the observed behaviour.

The models give predicted expansion forces                                     
and collapse resistance

All sizes have been modelled and compared to                    

previous tests; there is a good fit to the results.
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Weatherford benefited by saving a 

huge amount of time and costs by using 

Abaqus/Explicit in this series of tests



Paper and Presentation at Abaqus Users Conference, May 2008

Most papers and presentations 

are available on both Exchange

and Sharepoint
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Papers and Presentations - 2008



Large scale TWC experiments - Abaqus/Explicit
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Thick Wall Cylinder experiments

Deformation simulations that include expansion of the

ESS followed by collapse due to rock screen

interactions have also been performed; this

demonstrates the greater deformation resistance of the

combined ESS/well bore with a huge increase in

system collapse strength. These compare favourably to

large scale testing on the ESS in rock cylinders. The

predicted and measured deformations are comparable,

within the uncertainties of the inputs.

Expanding

Fully expanded

Deformed



Meshing of Slotted ESS and developing an Equivalent ESS®

Earlier models that were analysed and compared to physical 
tests were adequate as a design tool but rather slow                   
(due to the huge number of Elements) for an analysis tool 
for screening multiple application scenarios.

Therefore a simple representation of the ESS was developed. 
This equivalent ESS was a plain pipe with the ID/OD 
dimensions of expanded ESS. The Elastic and Plastic 
properties were adjusted to fit hydraulic collapse data and 
FEA models of the whole slotted system

The method developed was very computationally efficient. 

Basepipe

Weave

Shroud

Basepipe                                   
33,000 elements (C3D8R)

Weave (not modelled)

Shroud                               
100,000 elements (C3D8R)

Detail of ESS construction showing complexity of the meshing on the shroud

Comparison of the measured deformation;                                        

(1) the full scale simulation and                                                         

(2) the equivalent (simple representation) simulation
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Confirming the Equivalent ESS does match existing data;

Thick Walled Cylinder (weak sandstone), stresses applied 

to simulate burial of between 15,000 and 20,000ft.

Deformation starts around 500psi, accelerates rapidly, 

attaining 1” deformation around 3000psi.

The FEA Equivalent ESS plain pipe gives a good match
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Verifying the Equivalent ESS®



Vertical-Horizontal Well Application Screening Tool – Abaqus/Standard

A tool for screening potential applications for excessive deformation; simple enough to be run on a basic laptop!
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Weatherford now has a tool 

for quickly screening applications 

by using Abaqus/Standard



Formation Screen Evaluation “Lite” – W Magazine
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Inclined Wellbore in a Sand Shale Sequence - Abaqus/Standard

Detail of applied finer mesh close to the wellbore

Detail of the deformation in the Sandstone and Shale

8.5” Diameter, 45º Inclined wellbore                             

in a 5m x 5m x 3m block

Block was partitioned to allow for finer 

meshing closer to the wellbore.

The central section is split into 5 sections 

which allowed shale layers as thin as 
0.2m to be modelled. 

Very fine mesh at middle of block

Sand appears to support

the shale at the interfaces
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Weatherford gets an 

understanding of 

complex issues by using 

Abaqus/Standard

Investigation into more complex well geometries; 

inclined wellbore with more than one rock type



Deformation in the central shale as a function of shale layer thickness.

Three sets of simulations were run.

(1) A bare 8-1/2” wellbore with 0.2 – 1m layers of shale.

(2) A 8-1/2” wellbore with 5-1/2” ESS installed,                       

expanded out to 8-1/2” OD (with 0.2 – 1m shale)

(3) A 8-1/2” wellbore with 7” ESS installed,                          
expanded out to 8-1/2” OD (with 0.2 – 1m shale)

0.2 metre shale section                       1 metre shale section



Paper and Presentation at Simulia Customer Conference, May 2009
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Papers and Presentations - 2009



Simulia Customer Conference; London 2009

2009 Simulia Customer Conference; the opening speech for the conference, Scott Berkey, CEO of Simulia
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Simulia Customer Conference; London 2009

At the 2009 Customer Conference, in the opening speech for 
the conference, Scott Berkey, CEO of Simulia, spoke of 

Weatherford being a success story, having saved    
considerable time and money whilst using Abaqus; 

FEA of Plate Designs for 7” ESS Transition Areas

But of course, conferences aren’t all about listening to 

papers and presentations – here’s Colin and myself 

letting our hair down (such that it is) with Chris Smith, 

General Manager, Simulia U.K.

Reduce ten different Plate Designs down                      

to just two physically tested designs
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Weatherford engineers get rapid 

turn-around for different designs using  

Abaqus products
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Underground Gas Storage; the geological structure types

• The use of Underground Gas Storage (UGS) is expected to increase considerably in the near future, 

due to a variety of factors;                                                                                                 

including security of supply (whether due to technical or political issues). 

• There are several geological structure types for storing gas underground;                                                    

- salt caverns (either natural or manmade),                                                                                        

- porous rock in depleted gas or oil reservoirs,                                                                               

- aquifers (not shown), where there would be an impermeable cap rock, with water filled 

rock strata below, with the injected gas displacing the water. 

Salt cavern UGS Depleted gas reservoir UGS
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Analysis; results

• Strength degraded over the first 10 cycles, but takes 35 cycles to stabilise.

• It is important that the deformation stabilises, since excessive formation induced deformation of ESS

could restrict access to the well and may ultimately cause a loss of sand control.

• Extensive testing in a joint industry project showed that ESS could withstand large deformations

without collapsing or losing the ability to control the sand.

• A limit of 20% deformation was set based on the results of the joint industry project. The 20% value

includes a large safety factor.

• For the weak sandstone used in this analysis, the extent of deformation prior to stabilisation is seen

to be around 12%, which is well within the acceptable limit of 20%.

Radial wellbore displacement as 

cycling load is applied showing 

both Horizontal and Vertical 

movement

Friction Angle = 25

Wellbore movement with an 

artificially weak sandstone

Annual winter/summer cycling using a depleted gas reservoir
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Analysis; results

The video below shows the rock mass (Equivalent ESS not shown), with a very low Friction Angle of 15           

(low value chosen as it shows the deformation better). 
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Analysis; results

Changing parameters within Abaqus is a 

simple process – in this case varying the 

Friction Angle

In this case both 5-1/2” and 7” 

slotted basepipe is shown at the 

end of the 60 cycles                               

(both started at the same O.D.)



Paper and Presentation at Simulia Customer Conference, May 2010

A version of this presentation was also 

made at the SPE organised                                                

Sand Management Forum, March 2010
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Papers and Presentations - 2010



R&D on the ESS Product, Erosion Plates- Abaqus/Explicit

Background to the Erosion Plates studies

To create a non-flowing transition area between the 
expanded and non-expanded section on 7” ESS. 

Erosion of the weave could occur in the transition 

area in especially high-rate wells.
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Erosion Plates - Abaqus/Explicit

Case Study, for a specific Client requirement

New Plate designs – 10 off

Physical test pieces – 2 off
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Weatherford benefited by                           

saving time; 60% and costs; 75% by using 

Abaqus/Explicit in this study



Paper and Presentation at Simulia Customer Conference, May 2011
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Papers and Presentations - 2011
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Papers and Presentations
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Posters: SPE Sand Management Forum, March 2008
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Posters: SPE Sand Management Forum, March 2010



Day-to-day analysis work – Abaqus/Explicit
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Day-to-day analysis work – Abaqus/Explicit
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Day-to-day analysis work – Abaqus/Explicit
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Analysis work – Abaqus
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P&SS had a Pressure Vessel (part of a 

Pipeline Inspection Pig) containing 

electronics. They needed to check that the 

end plate was thick enough (pressure rating). 

Abaqus showed that there was a problem, 

but a small design change would solve it.



Simple day-to-day analysis work - Abaqus/Standard

Some of the variables that have been investigated for 

Conventional Well Screens (perforated Basepipe);

Tensile and Compression, Burst and Collapse and Torque
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Weatherford gets 

confidence in systems by using 

Abaqus/Standard



Day-to-day analysis work - Abaqus/Standard
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CWS – Wires and Rods analysis work - Abaqus/Explicit

Some extra work that has been touched upon; 
how the wires and rods react as an external 

pressure is applied – and the effect of laying 
the rod over a perforation in the basepipe.
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More work needs to be done, using actual 

metallurgy properties – but first impressions 
show that having rods passing over 

perforations is a bad thing; the rod can “fall” 

into the perforation and this in turn can open 

up the gap between the wires.



CWS – Wires and Rods analysis work - Abaqus/Explicit

This version was done as quarter-symmetry, 

rather than flat, coupon, format
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Monitor the point that goes through yield first. 
The applied pressure at that time is the rating.

Compare this value to the Calculator, ISO 

Collapse Results and the Joint TSS.



Day-to-day analysis work - Abaqus/Standard
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Investigations for Tooling Issues - Abaqus/Explicit

Case Study – tool shearing too early 
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Weatherford gets an 

insight into problems by using 

Abaqus/Explicit



Investigations for Tooling Issues - Abaqus/Standard

Case Study – a new feature in a tool

Investigating required forces to overcome 

Collett Finger profiles, both directions
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Weatherford can quickly get 

design improvements by using 

Abaqus/Explicit

Different contact friction values can be

investigated rapidly – and in this case

the outputs were very similar to the

calculated values



Trying out new functions; element deletion - Abaqus/Explicit
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Solid tubular analysis - Abaqus/Explicit
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Abaqus/CFD
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Pressure and Velocity as a ramping Flow is applied to the Inlet 

(simple geometry / coarse mesh)

15 minutes to run - Results are within 3% of Formula STAR-CCM+

Finer mesh than Abaqus/CFD

15 minutes to run - Results are within 0.07% of 
Abaqus/CFD



Abaqus/CFD
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Pressure and Velocity as a ramping Flow is applied.

Inlet thru’ Wires and Rods – Outlet thru’ a 3/8” perf’



Conclusions

Abaqus is now used extensively within 

Weatherford as a design tool, as an application 

screening tool and a research tool.

Whatever the reason for performing the analysis,           

we have found the results to be reliable and,            

where applicable, to match existing empirical test data      

(which corroborates methodology and materials)

In a recent product enhancement 

project, using Abaqus helped reduce 

the timescale by 60% and reduced 

project costs by 75%
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Weatherford has benefited enormously by 

using Abaqus products.                                   

Engineers get insight into problems, they get 

early indicators for design improvements and 

benefit from reduced costs for testing.                    

It also goes without saying that faster R&D 

turnaround is essential – and is now possible!



Velocities / Erosion Rates

STAR-CCM+
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Pressure Drops / Erosion Rates

STAR-CCM+



Erosion

Velocity

Ports

Inlet

Outlet

Section through the CFD 

polyhedral volume mesh for 
the FloReg ICD

STAR-CCM+

CFD has been proven by comparison with Experimental Data
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Velocity – flow passing 
through restriction (casing 

perforation), shroud and 
basepipe

Velocity – flow passing through 
Maxflo® Shroud “image” can 

clearly be seen
Velocity profile

Test piece
Erosion

STAR-CCM+
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STAR-CCM+
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Ken Watson is the 3D Specialist for the Engineering Group

within Well Completion Technologies, Weatherford International.

He joined Weatherford in 2000 as a 3D Modeller and CAD

draughtsman and has since embraced other 3D design tools

such as FEA and CFD.

He has written various FEA related Technical Papers which he

has subsequently presented. He has also produced many

rendered 3D graphics (from CAD) for papers, presentations and

magazines.

He has been involved in many aspects of oil industry draughting

and design since 1985.
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Thank you for your attention    

Please feel free to ask any questions
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